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Abstract
It has been known for some time that the Green’s function of a planar domain can be defined in terms of
the exit time of Brownian motion, and this definition has been extended to stopping times more general
than exit times. In this paper, we extend the notion of conformal invariance of Green’s function to
analytic functions which are not injective, and use this extension to calculate the Green’s function for
a stopping time defined by the winding of Brownian motion. These considerations lead to a new proof
of the Riemann mapping theorem. We also show how this invariance can be used to deduce several
identities, including the standard infinite product representations of several trigonometric functions.
2010 Mathematics subject classification: 60J65, 30C35, 60J45, 40A20.
Keywords: Planar Brownian motion; Green’s function; analytic function theory; Riemann mapping
theorem; infinite products.
1 Introduction
In the field of analysis, Green’s function G(x, y) on regions of Rn is formally defined to be the solution of
LG(x, y) = δ(y − x), where L is a linear differential operator. In complex analysis, where the Laplacian
is the differential operator of most importance, for a given domain Ω ⊆ C and z ∈ Ω the Green’s function
of the Laplacian is generally defined by the following.
Definition 1. The Green’s function GΩ(z, w) on a domain Ω is a function in w on Ω\{z} satisfying the
following properties.
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(i) GΩ(z, w) is harmonic and positive on Ω\{z}.
(ii) GΩ(z, w) −→ 0 as w −→ δΩ (Note that the boundary is to be taken in the Riemann sphere, so that
if Ω is unbounded then∞ ∈ Ω).
(iii) GΩ(z, w) + 1pi ln |w − z| extends to be continuous (and therefore harmonic) at w = z.
In fact, as defined here, it can be shown by standard analytic techniques that GΩ satisfies LGΩ(z, w) =
1
pi
δ(w−z). Note that the normalization here has been chosen to align with the probabilistic considerations
to follow; removing the multiplicative constant pi−1 from (iii) would result in a solution to LGΩ(z, w) =
δ(w − z). Not every domain has a Green’s function as defined above, as for instance it can be shown that
no such function can exist on the punctured disk D× = {0 < |z| < 1}, or more generally on a domain
with isolated singularities. The Green’s function is of tremendous importance in analysis on Rn, including
complex analysis, and the question of what domains possess a Green’s function has been keenly studied
by analysts over the years.
On the other hand, the term ”Green’s function” has entered the vocabulary of probabilists in a way that
may seem initially unrelated, namely as a measure the expected number of times that a discrete process
visits a point, or the expected amount of time that a continuous process spends at a point. The reason
that these two different notions have garnered the same name was discovered by Hunt in 1956 ([5]), who
showed that in many cases in Rn these two notions coincide, with L the Laplacian and the process in
question Brownian motion. Before discussing this fact further, let us examine the probabilistic notion of a
Green’s function as pertains to Brownian motion in more detail.
We will let a Brownian motion Bt run until a stopping time τ , and will let Bt = ∆ for t ≥ τ , where ∆ is
a so-called ”cemetery point” outside of Cˆ. The point is that Bt should no longer be in the plane for t ≥ τ .
Let ρτt (z, w) be the probability density function at point w and time t of this killed Brownian motion. We
then can calculate formally, for any measurable function f on Ω,
Ez
∫ τ
0
f(Bs)ds =
∫ τ
0
Ez[f(Bs)]ds
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
C
f(w)ρτs(z, w)dA(w)ds
=
∫
C
(∫ ∞
0
ρτs(z, w)ds
)
f(w)dA(w).
(1.1)
This leads one to the consideration of the function
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(1.2) Gτ (z, w) :=
∫ ∞
0
ρτs(z, w)ds.
This definition appears in a number of places, including [5], [4], [2], and [9]. Most often the definition
has been examined with τ being the exit time from a domain, but as is noted in [9] and [2] more general
stopping times are allowable. Going forward, we will always use the notation TΩ to denote the exit time
of a domain Ω; that is, TΩ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Bt ∈ Ωc}. In the case that τ = TΩ for some domain Ω,
we will simplify notation by writing GΩ(z, w) := GTΩ(z, w). Note that we are using the same notation
here as in Definition 1, and similarly we will refer to both concepts as ”Green’s functions”. In order to
distinguish between them where necessary, we will call a function satisfying the conditions in Definition
1 the analyst’s Green’s function, and we will refer to (1.2) as the probabilist’s Green’s function. The
analyst’s Green’s function is well known to be conformally invariant: if f is a conformal map on Ω, then
GΩ(z, w) = Gf(Ω)(f(z), f(w)); this is virtually immediate from the definition, as a harmonic function
composed with a conformal one is again analytic, and conditions (i) − (iii) follow easily. The proba-
bilist’s Green’s function is conformally invariant as well, which is a simple consequence of the conformal
invariance of Brownian motion, as we will show later in this section. That the two functions coincide on
any simply connected domain can therefore be proved by (a) checking that they coincide on some domain,
such as the unit disk or upper half-plane and (b) invoking the Riemann mapping theorem, which states that
any two simply domains (excluding C itself) are conformally equivalent; this argument would be certainly
known to many researchers familiar with these topics. It would seem that this leaves little more to say
about the probabilist’s Green’s function, since the analyst’s Green’s function is so well understood. How-
ever, the primary goal of this paper is to ignore this argument, and show the equivalence of the two notions
of Green’s functions on simply connected domains using only properties of Brownian motion and a few
simple analytic functions. A consequence of this is an intuitive proof of the Riemann mapping theorem.
Our first order of business is showing that the probabilist’s Green’s function is conformally invariant,
and subsequently providing an extension of this statement to analytic functions which are not necessarily
injective. The main tool necessary is the following theorem due to Le´vy (see [4] or [9] for a proof).
Theorem 1. Let f be analytic and nonconstant on a domain Ω, and let a ∈ Ω. Let Bt be a Brownian
motion started at a and stopped at a stopping time τ such that the set of Brownian paths {Bt : 0 ≤ t ≤ τ}
lie within the closure of Ω a.s. Set
(1.3) σt =
∫ t∧τ
0
|f ′(Bs)|2ds.
Then there is a Brownian motion Bˆ starting at f(a) and stopped at the stopping time στ such that f(Bt) =
Bˆσt .
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As was alluded to earlier, the following proposition and its proof must certainly be known, but it seems
difficult to locate a simple statement in the literature (perhaps for wont of applications). For the benefit of
the reader, we therefore provide a quick proof.
Proposition 1. The probabilist’s Green’s function is conformally invariant. That is, if f is a conformal
map on Ω, then GΩ(z, w) = Gf(Ω)(f(z), f(w)).
Proof: Define a measure µΩ on Borel subsets of Ω by
(1.4) µzΩ(A) = Ez
∫ TΩ
0
1A(Bt)dt.
Standard arguments now show that µzΩ has a density equal to GΩ(z, w). If D(w, δ) denotes the disk of
radius δ centered at w and λ denotes Lebesgue measure in the plane, then we have
(1.5) GΩ(z, w) = lim
δ↘0
µzΩ(D(w, δ))
λ(D(w, δ))
; Gf(Ω)(f(z), f(w)) = lim
δ↘0
µ
f(z)
f(Ω)(f(D(w, δ)))
λ(f(D(w, δ)))
.
Let ε > 0 be given. Conformality implies that f ′(w) 6= 0, and that for sufficiently small δ we have
D(f(w), |f ′(w)|δ(1−ε)) ⊆ f(D(w, δ))) ⊆ D(f(w), |f ′(w)|δ(1+ε)), so that λ(f(D(w,δ)))
λ(D(w,δ))
∈ (|f ′(w)|2(1−
ε)2, |f ′(w)|2(1 + ε)2). On the other hand, (1.3) shows that the scaling factor for time is |f ′|2 as well; that
is, we can choose δ sufficiently small so that |f
′(w′)|
|f ′(w)| ∈ (1− ε, 1 + ε) for all w′ ∈ D(w, δ), and then we will
have µΩ(f(D(w,δ)))
µΩ(D(w,δ))
∈ (|f ′(w)|2(1−ε), |f ′(w)|2(1+ε)). Combining these two estimates and letting ε −→ 0
shows that limδ↘0
µΩ(D(w,δ))
λ(D(w,δ))
= limδ↘0
µf(Ω)(f(D(w,δ)))
λ(f(D(w,δ)))
, and the result follows. 
It is important to note, however, that Le´vy’s theorem in fact does not require maps to be injective, per-
mitting general nonconstant analytic functions as well. This allows us to extend the previous proposition
(with essentially the same proof) as follows.
Proposition 2. Let Ω be a domain, and suppose f is a function analytic on Ω. Let Bt be a Brownian
motion starting at a, and τ a stopping time such that the set of Brownian paths {Bt : 0 ≤ t ≤ τ} lie within
U a.s. Let τˆ = στ , where σ is defined by (1.3). Then
(1.6) Gτˆ (f(z), w) =
∑
w′∈f−1({w})
n(f, w′)Gτ (z, w′),
where n(f, w′) is the order of the zero of f − w at w′.
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The proof of the previous proposition applies at all points which are not images under f of a point w′ at
which f ′(w′) = 0 (the critical values of f ), with the only difference being that a point w with multiple
preimages will accumulate mass in the projected Green’s function corresponding to mass accumulated
at each of the preimages by the initial Brownian motion. The n(f, w′) term is not necessary in order to
calculate a density of µτˆ , as in fact n(f, w′) = 1 except on the zero set of f ′, which is a discrete set and
therefore of Lebesque measure 0; the term is required merely to make the right side of (1.6) continuous in
w when Gτ is as well (such as when τ is an exit time of a domain), since if w is a critical value of f then
points near w will have as many preimages as does w only when multiplicities of preimages are counted.
An illustrative example of this is given in the next section.
In the next two sections, we will show how the Riemann mapping theorem can be proved using the prob-
abilist’s Green’s function. The role of the next section is simply to calculate the function for a few simple
stopping times that we will need for the proof, which will be given in the subsequent section. In the
section following that, we show how basic properties of Brownian motion and judicious choices of do-
mains can be used to prove some nontrivial identities, specifically several infinite product representations
for trigonometric functions, some standard and some less so. A final section contains a few concluding
remarks.
2 A few simple examples
In this section we calculate a few examples that are required for the ensuing sections. It should be em-
phasized here that we make use only of elementary properties of Brownian motion and a few standard
analytic functions. We note first the two-dimensional Gaussian density ρCt (z, w) =
1
2pit
e−|z−w|
2/(2t); it is
evident that GC(z, w) =∞ for all z, w.
Let H = {Im(z) > 0}. The density ρHt (z, w) must capture the probability of Brownian paths near w at
time t, but only those which have not previously intersected R. By the reflection principle for Brownian
motion (see [6] or [9]), the processes Bt and
(2.1) Bˆt =
{
Bt if t ≤ TH
Bt if t > TH ,
have the same law. But Bt is near w and t > TH precisely when Bˆt is near w¯ with t > TH, and this occurs
precisely when Bˆt is near w¯, since the Brownian motion cannot travel from z to w¯ without first crossing
R. We conclude that ρHt (z, w) = ρCt (z, w) − ρCt (z, w¯) = 12pit(e−|z−w|
2/(2t) − e−|z−w¯|2/(2t)). We therefore
have
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GH(z, w) =
∫ ∞
0
1
2pit
(e
−|z−w|2
2t − e−|z−w¯|
2
2t )dt
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
1
t
∫ |z−w¯|
|z−w|
a
t
e
−a2
2t dadt
=
1
2pi
∫ |z−w¯|
|z−w|
∫ ∞
0
a
t2
e
−a2
2t dtda
=
1
pi
∫ |z−w¯|
|z−w|
1
a
∫ ∞
0
e−ududa
=
1
pi
ln
( |z − w¯|
|z − w|
)
.
(2.2)
φ(z) = −i
(
z−1
z+1
)
maps D conformally onto H, sending 0 to i. Thus,
GD(0, z) = GH(i, φ(z)) =
1
pi
ln
( |i− i( z¯−1
z¯+1
)|
|i+ i( z−1
z+1
)|
)
=
1
pi
ln
∣∣∣ 2z + 2
2|z|2 + 2z
∣∣∣ = 1
pi
ln
1
|z| .
(2.3)
To calculate GD(a, w) for arbitrary a ∈ D, let φ(z) = z−a1−a¯z . It is a standard fact that φ is conformal map
from D onto itself. Thus,
(2.4) GD(a, w) = GD(φ(a), φ(w)) =
1
pi
ln
|1− a¯w|
|w − a| .
As an aside, let us at this point return to (1.6) and consider the need for including the multiplicity of
preimages in the formula. For any nonzero a, w ∈ D, (2.4) gives GD(a2, w2) = 1pi ln |1−a¯
2w2|
|w2−a2| ; on the other
hand, the map z −→ z2 takes D to itself, and (1.6) therefore implies (for w 6= 0)
(2.5) GD(a2, w2) =
1
pi
ln
|1− a¯w|
|w − a| +
1
pi
ln
|1 + a¯w|
|w + a| ,
since the preimages of w2 under this map are ±w. Clearly these values agree, however the point w = 0
has only one primage under the map, and without taking into account the multiplicity of this preimage
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an application of (1.6) in the same manner would lead to the contradiction ln 1|a2| = ln
1
|a| . Since the
multiplicity of the preimage at 0 is 2, however, the correct value is returned by (1.6).
Let us now calculate the Green’s function of a stopping time defined by the winding of Brownian motion.
If our Brownian motion Bt starts at 1 then it will never hit 0 a.s., and we can then define arg(Bt) as a
continuous process (with arg(B0) = 0). For any posi-
0 1
Bτ1
Figure 1
tive integer n we then define τn = inf{t : arg(Bt) =
±2pin}. In other words, τn is the first time at which
the Brownian motion has wound around the origin in
either direction n times. The image to the right gives
an intuitive illustration of a Brownian path up until time
τ1. If we let U = {Re(z) > 0} denote the right half-
plane, we see that the function z −→ z4n transforms a
Brownian motion starting at 1 and stopped at TU into
one starting at 1 and stopped at τn. We may therefore
calculateGτn by using Proposition 2. For any point reiθ,
with r > 0 and θ ∈ (−pi, pi], we have
Gτn(1, re
iθ) =
∑
k∈Z
( θ
4n
+ 2pik
4n
)∈[−pi
2
,pi
2
]
GU(1, r
1
4n ei(
θ
4n
+ 2pik
4n
)).
The explicit formula is now easy to produce if desired, using the fact that reflection across the y-axis is
given by z −→ −z¯, so that (2.2) gives GU(z, w) = 1pi ln |z+w¯||z−w| ; however, our purpose in examining this
stopping time is the proof of the Riemann mapping theorem in the next section, and for that only a few
basic properties of Gτn are required. To begin with, since Gτn is expressed as the sum of a finite number
of finite terms, it is finite for all reiθ 6= 1. Furthermore, Gτn(1, reiθ) + 1pi ln |1 − reiθ| can be extended
continuously at reiθ = 1, since the only term in the sum which has a singularity corresponds to k = 0 and
has singular part − 1
pi
ln |1− r 14n ei θ4n |, and we have
(2.6) lim
reiθ−→1
1
pi
ln |1− reiθ| − 1
pi
ln |1− r 14n ei θ4n | = lim
ζ−→1
ln
1− ζ4n
1− ζ = ln 4n.
Finally, if r −→ 0 then all of the preimages of reiθ approach 0 as well, and we conclude thatGτn(1, reiθ) −→
0; an analogous argument shows that Gτn(1, reiθ) −→ 0 whenever r −→∞.
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3 Proof of the Riemann mapping theorem
A simply connected domain is a domain in which any closed curve is homotopic to a point. The Riemann
mapping theorem is as follows.
Riemann mapping theorem If Ω ( C is a simply connected domain, and a ∈ Ω, then there is a conformal
map f from Ω onto D, with f(a) = 0.
The existence of such a map is equivalent to the existence of the analyst’s Green’s function on Ω: under
the assumption of the existence of f , it can be shown easily that ln |f(w)| satisfies (i)− (iii) in Definition
1, while a bit more work shows that if we have GΩ then a harmonic conjugate H(w) can be found on
Ω so that f(w) = e−pi(GΩ(a,w)+iH(w)) maps Ω conformally onto D. This argument is spelled out in detail
in a number of places, including the reference [11], which contains an interesting historical account as
well. As may be seen by consulting that reference, the classical proofs of the Riemann mapping theorem
proceeded by proving the existence of the analyst’s Green’s function for any simply connected domain,
and this is how we will proceed as well, by showing that the probabilist’s Green’s function satisfies the
conditions of Definition 1.
To be precise, we take the probabilist’s Green’s function GΩ, and must show that GΩ exists (i.e. is finite),
is harmonic, has a logarithmic singularity at a, and is 0 on the boundary. The intuitive idea is very
simple: if a Brownian motion winds enough times around a boundary point, then simple connectivity will
imply that the Brownian motion has exited the domain, and we can bound GΩ by Gτn as defined in the
previous section. We will make free use of the conformal invariance of GΩ, and will where convenient
change coordinates by a Mo¨bius transformation (also known as a linear fractional transformation, see [1]),
which allows us to take any three points in the sphere to any other three points. We will also make use
of a monotonicity property of the probabilist’s Green’s function, namely that if τ1, τ2 are two stopping
times with τ1 ≤ τ2 a.s., then we have Gτ1(a, w) ≤ Gτ2(a, w) for all w; this is evident from the fact that
ρτ1t (a, w) ≤ ρτ2t (a, w).
Given Ω ( C simply connected and a ∈ Ω, choose a line passing through a which intersects at least one
point on Ωc other than∞; this is always possible since Ω is not all of C. Take p1, p2 to be the points on
the line closest to a on either side; note that one of p1, p2 may be∞, but not both. After a Mo¨bius change
of coordinates, we may assume a = 1, p1 = 0, p2 =∞, and this implies that the entire ray R+ = (0,+∞)
lies within Ω. We now claim that TΩ < τ1, where τ1 was defined in the previous section. To see why this
must be so, we note that if we connect the Brownian path {Bt : 0 ≤ t ≤ τ1} to the point 1 by adding the
line segment [1, Bτ1 ], we will have created a closed curve which is not homotopic to a point in C\{0}. If
the curve remains entirely within Ω, then we have contradicted simple connectivity.
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The picture to the right shows the closed curve con-
structed in this manner from the example Brownian path
shown in Figure 1. Since we have arrived at a contra-
diction, we conclude that our curve does intersect Ωc at
some point, but since it does not do so on R+ we see
that it must have done so on the path {Bt : 0 ≤ t < τ1},
and this shows that TΩ < τ1. Since Gτ1(1, w) < ∞ for
any w 6= 1, monotonicity shows that GΩ(a, w) <∞ for
all w 6= a in Ω. Having obtained existence, we can ob-
tain the harmonicity ofGΩ(a, w) by noting that ρΩt (a, w)
evolves according to the heat equation δtρΩt =
1
2
∆ρΩt , so
that
∆GΩ(a, w) = ∆
∫ ∞
0
ρΩt (a, w)dt =
∫ ∞
0
∆ρΩt (a, w)dt
= 2
∫ ∞
0
δtρ
Ω
t (a, w)dt = 2(ρ
Ω
∞(a, w)− ρΩ0 (a, w)),
(3.1)
where ρΩ∞(a, w) = limt−→∞ ρ
Ω
t (a, w). But ρ
Ω
∞(a, w) and ρ
Ω
0 (a, w) by monotonicity are no more than
ρC∞(a, w) and ρ
C
0 (a, w), and both of these quantities are zero, so it follows that ∆GΩ(a, w) = 0, and
GΩ is harmonic (The reader unsatisfied with the heuristic nature of this calculation is referred to [9],
where harmonicity of GΩ is proved more carefully). To show that GΩ(a, w) has the correct logarithmic
singularity at w = a, note thatGΩ(a, w) is bounded above byGτ1 , modulo the Mo¨bius transformation, and
below by GD(a,ε) whenever  > 0 is chosen so that D(a, ε) ⊆ Ω. Gτ1 was shown in the previous section to
have the correct order singularity at w = a (the Mo¨bius transformation does not change this), and it may
be checked that GD(a,ε) does as well by applying the conformal map z −→ a + εz to GD as calculated in
the previous section. We see that GΩ(a, w) + 1pi ln |a−w| is bounded above and below in a neighborhood
of a, and this implies that it may be extended to be harmonic at a (see for example [1, p. 166]).
It remains only to show that GΩ(a, w) −→ 0 as w −→ δΩ. In fact, the argument that GΩ(a, w) < ∞
gives us a hint as to how to proceed, as we saw in the previous section that Gτ1(1, w) −→ 0 whenever
w −→ 0,∞. Thus, we have already shown that GΩ(a, w) −→ 0 whenever w −→ p if p is a boundary
point such that the line segment connecting p1 to a lies completely within Ω (except at p). Let us now
extend this argument to show that GΩ(a, w) −→ 0 as w −→ p for any p ∈ δΩ. We will begin by making
the following simplifying assumption: let us assume that for any p ∈ δΩ there is a curve C connecting a
to p which lies entirely within Ω (except at p) such that arg(w− p) remains bounded for all w ∈ C, where
the arg function is defined by continuity on the curve. In other words, we assume that any boundary point
p can be reached by a curve lying in Ω and which does not wind infinitely many times around p. It is
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clear that this assumption would be satisfied by most simply connected domains that one would be likely
to encounter in practice, although it fails for instance when Ω is the complement of a logarithmic spiral.
We will now argue that there is some positive integer n such that TΩ < τn.
Extend C by connecting a to another boundary point p2 6= p in any manner so that arg(w−p) still remains
bounded for all w ∈ C; this can always be done, by for instance drawing a straight path from a in the
direction opposite p (assuming p 6= ∞), and letting p2 be the first point encountered in δΩ (possibly∞).
Again applying a Mo¨bius change of coordinates allows us to assume a = 1, p = 0, p2 = ∞, and C is
now a curve traveling from 0 to ∞, passing through 1, lying entirely within Ω (except at 0,∞ ∈ δΩ),
such that arg(w) remains bounded for all w ∈ C. These properties imply that C can be realized as the
image under the exponential map z → ez of a curve Cˆ in C such that Re(w) ranges from −∞ to +∞
but Im(w) remains bounded above and below as w ranges over all points in Cˆ. Furthermore we may
translate Cˆ by any integer multiple of 2pii due the periodicity of the exponential function, and Cˆ must
pass through 2piim for some integer m. Thus, we may choose a positive integer m+ and a realization Cˆ+
of Cˆ such that Cˆ+ passes through 2piim+ but does not intersect R. Similarly, we may choose a negative
integerm− and a realization Cˆ− of Cˆ such that Cˆ− passes through 2piim− but does not intersectR. Having
chosen these, we may choose a positive integer n such that the curves Cˆ+, Cˆ− are entirely contained within
{−2pin < Im(w) < 2pin}. It follows that the curves Cˆ+, Cˆ− separate 0 from the lines {Im(w) = ±2pin},
and therefore if we start a Brownian motion Bˆ at 0 and set τˆn = inf{t ≥ 0 : Im(Bt) = ±2pin}, we see
that we are guaranteed that Bˆ hits at least one of Cˆ+, Cˆ− at a point v before τˆn. This setup is illustrated in
Figure 3.
Let us assume that v ∈ Cˆ+. We may now form a curve by following the Brownian path from 0 to v, and
then following Cˆ+ to 2piim+; the image of this curve under the exponential map will be a closed curve
in C\{0} which is not homotopic to a point. We conclude again that this curve must intersect Ωc at some
point, but since it does not on C, which is the image of Cˆ+ under the exponential map, it must do so on the
image of the Brownian path. We see that our Brownian motion starting at a must exit Ω before reaching
the stopping time which is the projection of τˆn under the exponential map; but this is simply the stopping
time τn. Thus, TΩ < τn. Since Gτn(1, w) −→ 0 as w −→ 0, we obtain GΩ(a, w) −→ 0 as w −→ p.
It now remains only to remove the assumption that any boundary point can be reached without winding
infinitely many times around it. For positive integer m, let Ωm be the component of {w ∈ Ω : |w| <
m, |p − w| > 1
m
for all p ∈ Ωc} which contains a. It is easy to see that Ωm is simply connected and
satisfies our simplifying assumption (because any point in δΩm lies in Ω), so we have shown that there is
a conformal map fm from D −→ Ωm, taking 0 to a. A standard normal families and Hurwitz’s theorem
argument shows that we have a function f which is the locally uniform limit of a subsequence of the fm’s,
and that f maps D conformally onto Ω. This competes the proof.
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4 Infinite product identities
In this section we show how calculating the Green’s functions for certain domains in two different ways
can yield identities, specifically several infinite products for trigonometric functions. Let us first map H
onto D× = D\{0} with the covering map f(z) = eiz. Let z = ai, w = b+ ci. Applying Proposition 2 and
using the calculation from Section 2 for GH(z, w) we get
GD×(e
−a, e−c+bi) =
1
pi
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
|(a+ c)i− (b+ 2pin)|
|(a− c)i− (b+ 2pin)|
=
1
2pi
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
(b+ 2pin)2 + (a+ c)2
(b+ 2pin)2 + (a− c)2 .
(4.1)
However, planar Brownian motion does not see points, i.e. Pw(Bt = 0 for some t ≥ 0) = 0 for anyw 6= 0.
Thus, this must agree with our earlier calculation that GD(e−a, e−c+bi) = 12pi ln
∣∣∣ 1−e−a−c+bie−a−e−c+bi ∣∣∣2. Multiplying
each by 2pi and exponentiating gives the identity
(4.2)
∞∏
n=−∞
(b+ 2pin)2 + (a+ c)2
(b+ 2pin)2 + (a− c)2 =
∣∣∣1− e−a−c+bi
e−a − e−c+bi
∣∣∣2
Special cases can take more familiar forms. If we set b = 0 and rearrange a bit, we are led immediately to
(4.3)
(a+c
2
)2
(a−c
2
)2
( ∞∏
n=1
(1 + (a+c
2pin
)2)
(1 + (a−c
2pin
)2)
)2
=
sinh(a+c
2
)2
sinh(a−c
2
)2
.
Multiplying both sides by (a−c
2
)2 and taking the limit as c −→ a yields the infinite product representation
for sinh:
(4.4) sinh a = a
∞∏
n=1
(1 + (
a
pin
)2).
Returning to (4.2), take now b = pi, c = a, and we may reduce easily to
(4.5) cosh a =
∞∏
n=1
(1 + (
a
pi(n− 1/2))
2),
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Note that the infinite product representations for sine and cosine can be derived from these, as sin a =
i sinh(−ia) and cos a = cosh(ia), and we obtain:
(4.6) sin a = a
∞∏
n=1
(1− ( a
pin
)2); cos a =
∞∏
n=1
(1− ( a
pi(n− 1/2))
2).
Now let us consider the strip U = {−1 < Im(z) < 1}. Arguing similarly to the upper half-plane
case, ρUt (z, w) must capture the probability of Brownian paths near w at time t, but only those which
have not yet touched {Im(z) = −1}. Applying the reflection principle as before we see that we must
subtract ρCt (z,−2i + w¯), since −2i + w¯ is the reflection of w over {Im(z) = −1}. We must also get
rid of paths which touch {Im(z) = 1} before proceeding to w, so we need to subtract ρCt (z, 2i + w¯),
since 2i + w¯ is the reflection of w over {Im(z) = 1}; however in doing so we have subtracted too
much, since we have two times subtracted the probability corresponding to paths which touch both of
{Im(z) = −1} and {Im(z) = 1}. In order to rectify this, we must add in the probability corresponding
to such paths, and applying the reflection principle again we see that this can be done by reflecting w
twice in both directions (once over {Im(z) = ±1}, and then once over {Im(z) = ±3}), i.e. adding
ρCt (z,−4i+w) and ρCt (z, 4i+w). But now we’ve added too much, again twice counting paths that travel
between {Im(z) = ±1} three times, so we must reflect again and subtract, etc. Continuing in this manner,
we conclude that
ρUt (z, w) = ρ
C
t (z, w)− (ρCt (z,−2i+ w¯) + ρCt (z, 2i+ w¯))
+ (ρCt (z, 4i+ w) + ρ
C
t (z,−4i+ w))− (ρCt (z, 6i+ w¯) + ρCt (z,−6i+ w¯)) + . . .
(4.7)
Integrating, using the same method as in the half-plane case, we obtain
GU(z, w) =
1
pi
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
( |z − ((4n+ 2)i+ w¯)|
|z − (4ni+ w)|
)
=
1
pi
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
( |z − ((4n− 2)i+ w¯)|
|z − (4ni+ w)|
)
.
(4.8)
If Re(z − w) = a, Im(z) = b, Im(w) = c, then this is
(4.9) GU(z, w) =
1
2pi
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
(a2 + ((b+ c)− (4n− 2))2
a2 + ((b− c)− 4n)2
)
.
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We can also calculate GU(z, w) by mapping U conformally to the unit disk by f(z) = tan(pii4 z) (alterna-
tively, one may use the map f(z) = ie
pi
2
z, which maps U conformally to H, in conjunction with (2.2)).
Using (2.4) we obtain
(4.10) GU(z, w) =
1
pi
ln
∣∣∣1 + tan(pib4 ) tan(pii4 a− pi4 c)
tan(pib
4
) + tan(pii
4
a− pi
4
c)
∣∣∣.
Equating these two expressions and exponentiating leads to
(4.11)
∞∏
n=−∞
(a2 + ((b+ c)− (4n− 2))2
a2 + ((b− c)− 4n)2
)
=
∣∣∣1 + tan(pib4 ) tan(pii4 a− pi4 c)
tan(pib
4
) + tan(pii
4
a− pi
4
c)
∣∣∣2.
Special cases take on simpler forms. For instance, setting b = c = 0 and replacing a with −4ia
pi
leads to the
identity
(4.12) tan2 a = −
∞∏
n=−∞
n2 − a2
pi2
(n− 1/2)2 − a2
pi2
.
On the other hand, setting a = b = 0 and replacing c with −4c
pi
leads to the identity
(4.13) tan c = −
∞∏
n=−∞
n+ c
pi
(n− 1/2)− c
pi
.
Remarks: The reader unhappy with the heuristic derivation of (4.7) may prefer to argue as follows. Let
us define τ(b) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Im(Bt) = b}, and then recursively define τ(b1, b2, . . . , bn+1) = inf{t ≥
τ(b1, . . . , bn) : Im(Bt) = bn+1}; that is, τ(b1, b2, . . . , bn) is the first time at which Im(Bt) has visited the
sequence b1, b2, . . . , bn in order. We then have almost surely, for any A ⊆ U ,
1{Bt∈A,t<TU} = 1{Bt∈A,t<τ(1)∧τ(−1)}
= 1{Bt∈A} − (1{Bt∈A,t>τ(1)} + 1{Bt∈A,t>τ(−1)})
+ (1{Bt∈A,t>τ(1,−1)} + 1{Bt∈A,t>τ(−1,1)})− (1{Bt∈A,t>τ(1,−1,1)} + 1{Bt∈A,t>τ(−1,1,−1)}) + . . .
Note that the right hand side of (4.14) has only a finite number of nonzero terms for fixed t and Brownian
path. (4.7) then follows by letting A be a small disk centered at w, diving by the area of A, taking
expectations, and letting the radius of A shrink to 0.
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It should also be mentioned that an analytic method equivalent to the method of reflection used in the infi-
nite strip example above, including the derivation of an infinite product equivalent to (4.11), has previously
appeared in [7] and [8].
5 Concluding remarks
The proof of the Riemann mapping theorem given here is not the first to make use of the winding of
Brownian motion: [2] contains one as well, although the details are fairly different. The proof given
there uses the support theorem (which states that Brownian motion uniformly approximates any path on a
finite time interval with positive property), which in turn depends on a Girsanov transformation of Wiener
measure, in order to prove the regularity of the boundary of any simply connected domain, thence to
the existence of the Green’s function. In contrast, the proof given here does not make use of stochastic
calculus (other than implicitly in the application of Le´vy’s theorem).
The Riemann mapping theorem has an interesting history, as is detailed for instance in [11]. Riemann
formulated the theorem (with smoothness assumptions on the boundary) and gave a proof in 1851, al-
though his proof is now considered to have been incomplete at the time. Following this, such noteworthy
mathematicians as Weierstrass, Hilbert, Schwarz, Harnack, and Poincare´ worked to correct the proof and
relax the boundary restrictions, until it was finally proved in full generality by Osgood in 1900 [10]. As
the name of his paper suggests, Osgood’s proof (as well as the earlier partial ones) proceeded by show-
ing the existence of the analyst’s Green’s function for any simply connected domain, and thence to the
conformal map. This is opposed to the standard modern proof, developed and simplified over the years
by such mathematicians as Carathe´odory, Koebe, Feje´r, Riesz, and Ostrowski, which depends on function
theoretic arguments and bypasses Green’s function. Clearly, the proof given here is more along the lines
of the early proofs, and it is interesting to note that regularity conditions of the boundary again come into
play, although the ease with which boundary points may be approached from within the domain was the
issue for us, rather than any sort of smoothness.
Although the probabilist’s Green’s function is known to be harmonic whenever the stopping time in ques-
tion is the exit time of a domain (see for instance [9]), this does not hold for arbitrary stopping times. A
good example of this is for the stopping time τ1: it can be shown that the support of Gτ1(1, w) is C\{0}
but Gτ1(1, w) is not harmonic for w ∈ R+. The reason for this is that the Brownian motion is stopped on
R+. In general, if the stopping time τ is the projection under an analytic function of an exit time, then the
Green’s function of that stopping time will be harmonic at all points in its support other than those in the
support of {Bτ}.
A possible application of the method of proof given here may be in acquiring bounds and rates of decay
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for the analyst’s Green’s function. For instance, if the domain in question is starlike with a in the center
(any point in the domain can be connected to a with a straight line segment contained in the domain), then
the Green’s function for the domain can be bounded by Gτ1(1, w) (which can be calculated explicitly)
composed with a suitable Mo¨bius transformation. Details are omitted, but should be straightforward to
supply if such a result is required.
It may be tempting to search for new domains, stopping times, and analytic functions to which to apply
Proposition 2 in order to find new infinite product representations. The reader determined to undertake
this should be warned that conformal invariance means that many seemingly unrelated constructions are
actually equivalent. A good example of this is that the function sin z maps the upper half-plane H onto
C\[−1, 1], essentially wrapping the half-plane in a periodic manner about the line segment. Since the
Green’s function for C\[−1, 1] can be calculated directly, it seems as though we will obtain a new identity,
however we obtain simply (4.2), which was obtained in the punctured disk example above. This is because
C\[−1, 1] can be conformally mapped to the punctured disk, with the point at∞ corresponding to 0, and
the function sin z essentially keeps track of the homotopy classes of curves at w at time t, exactly as the
exponential function does in the punctured disk. For another example, if we start our Brownian motion
at 1 with arg(Bt) = 0, and let τK = inf{t ≥ 0 : |arg(Bt)| = K}, then using reflection we may express
ρτKt (1, w) as an infinite sum of terms of the form ρ
τˆKˆ
t (1, w), where τˆKˆ = inf{t ≥ 0 : arg(Bt) = Kˆ}.
However, this is simply a transformation by the exponential function of the argument used in the infinite
strip above, and therefore yields the same infinite product identity.
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